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Abstract

1. Introduction

The notion of digital signature based on trapdoor functions has been introduced by Dil~e and Hellman[3]. Rivest, Shamir and Adleman[8] gave the first
number theoretic implementation of a signature
scheme based on a trapdoor function. If f is a trapdoor filnction and m a message, f - l ( m ) is the signature of m. The signature can be verified by computing
f(f-l(m))=m. This approach presents the following
problems even when f is hard to invert:

The design of cryptographic protocols using trapdoor and one-way functions has received considerable
attention in the past few years [1-8]. More recently,
attention has been paid to provide rigorous correctness
proofs based on simple mathematical assumptions, for
example, in coin flipping (Blum [1]), mental poker
(Goldwasser and Micali [4]). It is perhaps reasonable
to speculate at this time that all cryptographic protocols
can eventually be designed to be provably secure
under simple assumptions, such as factoring large
numbers or inveJxing RSA functions are computationally intractable in the appropriate sense.

1)

there may be special message spaces (or subsets of
them) that are easy to sign without knowing the
trapdoor information

2)

it is possible to forge the signature of random
numbers; this violates the requirements of many
protocols

3)

given a polynomial number of signed messages, it
may be possible to sign a new one without knowing the trapdoor information.

In this paper, we will study in the above light the
basic problem of digital signature, which was one of
the original applications for trapdoor functions in
Diffie and Hellman [3]. It is also important as the ability to sign messages is often a prerequisite in other
cryptographic protocols.
Diffie and Helhnan [3] proposed the following
solution to the signature problem. Let M be the message space. Every user A in the public network has an
encryption algorithm E A (as specified by a public key
KA) listed in a secure public file, and keeps secret a
decryption algorithm DA (specified by a private key
KA), where EA(DA(m))=m for all mEM. The function E A is a trapdoorfunction, in the sense that it is
computationally hard to ,compute D,4(m) without
knowing the secret key / ~ . For user A to send the
signature of a message m E M to another user B, A
will compute DA(m), and send both m and DA(m) to
B. Since nobody else is likely to be able to produce
D~(m), B can compute EA(DA(m))=m to verify that
he has received a properly signed message from A and
retains DA(m) as a proof that A has signed m.

We solve the above problems by exhibiting two signature schemes for which any strategy of an adversary,
who has seen all previously signed messages, that has a
moderate success in forging even a single additional
signature, is transformable to a fast algorithm for factoring or inverting the RSA function. This provably
holds for all message spaces with all possible Probability distributions. Thus, in particular, given the signature
of m, forging the signature of m +1 or 2m or 2Sm is as
hard as factoring. The two signature schemes
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Several implementations of the above approach
have been suggested in the literature [6][8]. For example, in the Rabin signature scheme [6], user A enters in
the public file a large composite integer N, which is
the product of two large primes, while keeping secret
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scheme in Section 4 can be viewed as an improvement
of their scheme. The main drawback in [3] is the huge
amount of information that has to be put in the public
file. A rough estimate shows that in order to sign messages for a total length of n bits, a user A should publicize at least 2n bits.

the prime factors as the private key. Let E,4(m)=m 2
rood N. To sign a message m, ,4 computes ~/m mod
N which is easy to do knowing the prime factors of N.
On the other hand, computing square roots rood N
without knowing the prime factors is very difficult, and
has been shown by Rabin [6] to be equivalent to factoring N.
Although the above general approach is intuitively
attractive, it is not easy to give a precise theoretical
foundation for its security. In fact, there are several
potential difficulties. Firstly, it cannot be used for a
very dense message space; for instance, anyone can
easily produce in the Rabin scheme a valid signed
message, simply by trying to square different x's in Z ~
until an x 2 rood N E M is found. Then, x is a valid
signature of x 2 rood N. Secondly, if the message space
is very sparse, it might happen that the function
DA(m) will be easy to compute for mEM; for example, it is conceivable that taking the square root
modulo N of m of a special form is easy, even though
the general problem is as hard as factoring integers.
Finally, there is also the possibility that forging new
messages may become easy if an adversary has available some previously signed messages. This problem
can be illustrated with a simple example. Let
y =Dx(m)=~/m
rood N in the Rabin scheme.
Then, 4m is easy to sign. Simply let, Dx(4m) = 2 y
rood N.
There are modifications that can alleviate some of
the above problems. For example, by signing m with
DA (muA), where u~ we a special string, it lessens the
dense-message-space problem. Still, there has not been
any published signature scheme based on the publickey idea that has been proved to be secure under simple mathematical assumptions such as integer factorization.
In this paper we will demonstrate this possibility
by presenting two signature schemes. We prove that
for any message space M and any non-negligible fraction ~ > 0, the probability that an adversary, who has
seen a polynomial number of signed messages, can sign
even a single additional message mCM not previously
signed, is less than e. The security of the first scheme
can be proved under the intractability assumption of
factoring composite numbers which are products of
large primes. The security of the second scheme can be:
proved under the intractability asst]mption of inverting
the RSA~/] function.

2. Strong Signature Schemes
As our purpose here is to present the new signature method, and to prove the security of this particular scheme, we will only informally describe what a
strong signature scheme (SSS) is. An SSS has a parameter n, which can be thought of roughly as the number
of bits in the argument of the trapdoor functions
employed~ We are interested in constructing schemes
which become computationally impossible to break
when n becomes large. From now on, an efficient
procedure will mean a probabilistic polynomial( in n)
-time algorithm.
Let b be a fixed, positive, integer. Assume that
each user will sign at most n b bits of messages. A signature scheme S specifies, given n, how a user A generates efficiently a pair of binary strings (PA,SA),
where PA is the public information to be listed in a
public file and S.4 is the private infigrmalion to be kept
secret. [PA I, the number of bits in the description of
P,4, must be "negligible" with respect to nb. In the
:two following implementations of an SSS, Ienl =
O(n). At any time ,4 is capable of producing efficiently
from n and S,4 a signed message m' for any message
m 6M. It should be easy for any one to compute m
from m' and P,4, and verify that the latter is a legitimate signed message of m.

~

The security requirement we wish to impose is
that an adversary cannot hope to forge a new signature, even after seeing a large number of genuine
signed messages from A. Let T=m],m2,...,mh be a
sequence of messages from M with at most n b bits,
and let 7"=m'l,m' 2.....m';~ denote a sequence of
corresponding signed messages from A. A forger B is
an efficient algorithm which takes P.4,n and a
sequence of signed messages m'l,m'9 .....m'h as inputs,
and outputs a message m and a string y. We say that
A is secure if, for every forger B, and all T, the probability of producing a valid signature y =m' of message
m, with m ~ m i for all i is o(1) as n goes to infinity.
We now proceed to introduce two number
theoretic implementations of a strong signature scheme.
The first scheme's security solely depends on the
intractability of factoring. The second one is based on

We remark that there are other'types of signature
Schemes in the literature, such as the Rabin's scheme
[7], and Lamport-Diffie scheme as given in [3]. This
latter scheme is of special interest, as our signature
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{0,1,-1}. For x 6 Z~,, the Jacobi symbol of x is

the intractability of inverting the RSA function(for the
exact assumption, see section 4.1).
Though.the intractability of thctoring is a weaker
assumption than the intractability of inverting the RSA
function, our second scheme may be more attractive in
practice.

denoted by ( ~ ) , where (-~-) = ( p ) . (q). However,
(-~) can be computed in O(IN[ 3) {Time even when
the prime factorization of N is not known.
In this section we will focus our attention on hard
integers N =pq where p and q are large prime factors
such that p=_q----3 mod 4. The cryptographic
relevance of such composite integers has been brought
out by Blum [1].

3. A Strong Signature Scheme Based on Factoring

In this section we present all SSS whose security
depends on the intractability of factoring. Messages
will be signed in a bit-by-bit fashion. The symbol I x I
will denote the number of bits in the binary representation of integer x. The symbol (x,y) will denote the
greatest common divisor of integers x and y.
Z;~ = { x < N I (x,N) : 1 } .

Definition (Blum-integer): We will call a Bluminteger a hard integer N, N=pq, such that p=-q= 3
rood4. We let
BI = {NCH [ N =pq, p - q - 3 mod 4 }.
Blum-integers have been successfully used in protocols for coin flipping [1 ], playing mental poker [4 ],
and in procedures for generating pseudo random bit
sequences [5 ] [ol [/I].

3.1 The Factoring Assumption

The usefulness of these numbers derives from the
following two facts which are proved in [1 ]:

Let us define H, the set of hard integers.
H={NIN=pq where p, q are primes such that
IP I =lq I or [p ] =1 q I +1}. Randomly selected elements of H are the hardest inputs for all known factoring algorithms. H i will denote the set of hard integers
of length k.

Fact 1: For all x C Z~, ( N ) = ( - ~ )
Fact 2: For all x,y 6 Z~, if x2=_y2 rood N and

x~+_y mod N then ( N ) =-(~N )
In this section we make the following assumption
about the intractability of factoring:

We now show a new application of these integers to
digital signatures. Throughout this section, N will
denote a Blum-integer. Let

The Factoring Assumption: Let 0< ~< 1. For each
positive integer k, let Ct, ~ be the minimum size of circuits C that factor n for a fraction E of the n £ H l.
Then, for every 0< ~< 1 and every polynomial Q, for
all sufficiently large k: Ce.l > Q(k).

Q~={xEZ~v [(X)=l and (X)=l},
P
q
Q~V__{x6ZN i ( p ) = _ l and ( q ) = - l } ,
* l(--x) =1 and (--x)=-l},
Q3N ={xCZ~I
P
q
Q4Iv ={XEZN• i ( p ) = _ l and (q)=l}"

3.2 Number Theoretic Background

Let p be a prime. For any integer a, the Legenp-1

QN1"~2'o~V'~3r~Nand Q~ partition Z~ in equinumerous
classes. Q1 is the set of quadratic residues mod N.
Let Yi be a given element in Qi for 1 < i < 4. Then,

dre symbol of a6Z~,
r ( ap) is defined as: ( ap ) = a 2
rood p. The equation a=.x 2 mod p has solutions if
and only i f ( a ) = 1.
P
A quadratic residue rood N is an element a £ Z;,
such that the equation a--x 2 rood N has solutions in
Z~. This is the case if and only if a = x 2 mod p is
solvable for every prime p dividing N.
Let N be the product of two distinct primes, N =
pq, then every quadratic residue, a, mod N has 4
square roots mod N: x, - x rood N, y, -y rood N.
We recall that if x E Z;;, -x mod N = N - x. The
Jacobi symbol is a function from the integers into

Lemma 3 • For all x6Z~, there exists a unique
1 < i < 4 such that xYt mod N6Q1
proof: Let a and b be generators for Z ; and Zq
respectively, and a - 1 mod q, b--1 mod p. By the
Chinese Remainder Theorem such generators exist.
expressed as atb j mod N for some 1 _ < l < p and
1 _< j < q. In addition, x t Q l if and only i f / a n d j
are both even, x t Q 2 if and only if l and j are both
odd, x t Q 3 if and only if I is evgn and j is odd, and
finally x tQ4 if and only if l is odd and j is even. Let
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N
roots mod N that are less than -~-. By facts 1 and 2,

Yt=at'b:' where l _ < l i <

P and l < j i <
q. It follows immediately that for any x EQi such that
x=aVb u mod N, l_<_u< p and l < v <
q,
xy i =a(v+t')b(U+~) rood N and v +li rood q0(N)-0 rood
2 , u +j~- rood q~(N)~0 rood 2 . Thus xyiCQ1 for all
1 < i < 4. Similarly i f x E Q i then xyj£Q 1 for j ~ i .

one of these square roots has ]acobi symbol +1, and
the other has Jacobi symbol -1. See figure 1.
=>

s,,

QED

5ClJ,~z pw~f5

Lemma 4: Let y in Qy Then - y is in Q4, and for all
N
x 6 Q b either x.y -1 rood N <_ ~- or x.(-y) -1 mod

As

(Y) : 1
P

}

~,sz<

,-,o; g

~2._

Definition (f0N and f~v): The function f N . Q~¢
-> Z~ is defined as follows. Let x 6 Q~, let z be

N
N < -~-, but not both.
Proof:

S /t / \ .5e..

(9)

the unique square root of x mod N such that (-~) =
and

p_=3

mod

4,

N
-~-. T h e n f ~ ( x ) = z . f ~ ' Q ~ V - >

landz<

p-1

Z~is

similarly defined: fiN(x) = z iff ( N ) = -1, z <

( - y ) = ( -1 ) ( Z ) =((_1) 2 m o d p ) ( Y ) =
P
P
P
P
• ((-1) 1+2d rood p)(--Y) = _(Z) = -1.
Similarly, as
P
P
(Y) = -1
and
q--3
mod
4,
q
(_--y) = ( - I ) ( y ) = _ ( y ) =1. Thus, -Y604. Let
q
q q
q
z =xy -1 rood N and z' = x ( - y ) -1 rood N. Then,
N
zy =z'y andz < ~N if and only if z' > -~-.

N
2

and z 2 - x mod N.
Lemma 7: • f~v and f~v are l-to-1 functions.
Proof: By facts 1 and 2 and lemma 3.

(f~v,n
and
f~v,R ):
Let
R = {Yl.Y2,Y3,Y4 } be a set of representatives for Z~,.
The,, f ~ , ~ , f~v.R: Z,~- -> Z,~ are defined as follows.
For 1 < i < 4 , let x 6 Q i N. Then, f~'R(x) =
f ~ ( x y i) and f~,R (X) = f~(xyi).
Definition

Lemma 5: Let x be a quadratic residue rood N. Then,
x has 4 square roots: x b x 2, x 3 and x 4 such that
x16Ql, x26Q2, x36Q3 and x46Q4.
Proof: By fact 2 and lemma 4.

Note that f0N'R and f~'R are 4-to-1 maps.
3.4 The Signature Function o

Fact 6: Given x,y6Z~v such that x2=_y2 mod N and

On input N (Blum integer), R (set of representafive for ZN), X0 (element in ZN) and m (binary
string), we define the algorithm o:{0,1}'-oZ~, recursively: (. denotes concatenation)

(x)~:(,-~7,) mod N, the gcd(x+ y,N)=p or q.
1¥1¥
Theorem(Rahin): Let 0 < E < 1 and N the product
of two distinct primes. If there exists a polynomial
time algorithm that on input N and quadratic residue
z 6Z~ computes a square root of z rood N for a fraction ~ of the z's, then there exists a probabilistic
polynomial(I N I,e -1 ) time algorithm for factoring N.

a(xo,N,R ,O)=f~'R(xo)
O(xo,N,R ,l) =fN,R (Xo)
o (xo,N,R ,O-m) ---a(f~.R (Xo),N,m))
a(xo,N,R ,l'm )=a(f ~ m (Xo),N,m ))

Idea of the proof: Pick X at random in Z~, and
compute x 2 rood N. Use your polynomial time algorithm to try to compute a square root, y, of x 2 mod N.
In case of success the square root computed, y, will
1
not be x or - x rood N, with probability ~-. By

Algo. A computes a(xo,N,R ,m).
Algo A:
input • N, R, x0. m =(bl . . . . .
output • T "= o(x0,N ,R,m)

Lemma 6, i f y ~ + ,x, then you can factor N.

b.)

for j := 1 to n do
if bj =0 then T := f0N'R(x0)
else T : = flN'R(x0)

3.3 The Signature Primilives: f~' and f~v
Let N :pq be a Blum-integer. Choose y at random from Q3- Let Yl = 1, Y2 = -1, Y3 = Y, Y4 = -Y,
and R ={Yi I i =1,..,4}. Such an R will be called a set of
representatives for Z~.
Let x in Q~. By lemma 3 and l%ct 4, xy i is a quadratic residue mod ~V which has exactly two square

Xo:=T
end .
output T

For example, a(x0,N,R ,010): =f~V.R(f~V,R(f~V.R(X0)))"
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Definition : Given an N £ B I , a set of representatives for Z~ , R ={1,-1,y,-y ]y£Q~ }, an element
x 0 E Z~, and a binary message m, cr(xo,N,R ,m) is an
(xo,N ,R )-signature of m.

proof: i f
(N)=-I)

(

bj=l

and

then

compute

(N)=I)

or (by=0

u EZ~

such

and
that

o(u,N,R,m) = x using algorithm B. Since such a u
is unique, ifz~ =x o then x =a(xo,N,R ,m). QED

Comment: We will sometimes call x o the starting
location of an (xo,N,R)-signature o f m.
Lemma 8 : Given an N = p q £ B I , p, q, a set R of

3.5 The Signature Scheme
Each user A in a public key cryptosystem puts

representative for Z/~, x 0 E Z~, and m = b l . - . bk,
the (x0,N,R)-signature of m can be computed in probabilistic O(k I N 13) time.

PA =(NA,RA,xA ) in the public file where NAis a
Blum-integer , R A ={1,-1,yEQ3,-y} is a set of
representatives for N s, and xA is an element selected
at random (with uniform probability) from Z~A. She
keeps secret the prime factorization of N A. That is
SA =(PA,qA) where NA = PA'q,4 •

Proof : Computing square roots rood N, N = pq,
can be done in probabilistic O ( I N [ 3) time if p and q
are known. In fact, given a quadratic residue x mod
N, the square roots of x rood p and q can be computed, respectively, in probabilistic O ( I p l 3) and
O ( I q 13) time (as, for example, in [1]). These square
roots can then be combined through the Chinese
Remainder Theorem to get the square roots of-x rood
N.

To sign the first message, m 1, A computes the

(x,4,N,4,RA)-signature of m 1, to sign the second
message m 2, she computes the (x ,4,N,4,R,~ )-signature
of ml.m 2, where • denotes concatenation, and so on.
Comment 1 : The obvious disadvantage of this

The next two claims show that given a signature x,
and a message m, it is easy to verify that x indeed
equals or(xo,N,R ,m).

scheme is that the user who receives the signature of
the ith message, also receives the signature of all the
previous messages.

Claim 9: Given a binary message m = blb2b3.., bk,
x E Z ~ , a set of representatives R for Z~ and an
N E B I , it is easy to compute the unique xo£Z ~ such
that ~r(xo,N,R,m) = x.
proof : The following algorithm computes x 0.

Con.nent 2: One way to avoid the problem discussed in comment 1 is to modify the scheme as follows. In addition to publicizing N A and R,~ , each
user ,4 publicizes a set of random quadratic residues
rood N, {Xl,A,x2, A . . . . . xt~.A }. Suppose user A has
already signed and sent messages m 1,/n 2..... /nt to user
j. Let P =¢nlm2- • • mt. To sign the next message m
for user j, user A computes x:=a(xj.A,N,~,RA,P.m).
To verify that x is a (xj,A ,N ,4 ,R A )-signature of m,
user j computes Y such that a(Y,NA,RA,P.m)=x,
and checks that Y =xy,A.

Algo B.
input : x, N, R, m =(bl . . . . . bk)
output : x 0 such that O(xo,N,R ,m) = x
begin
if ( bk =1 and ( N ) ~ 1) or ( bit =4) and (-~);~., -1)
then output error (* x can not be
(xo,N,R)-signature o f m as bn ~:ft,~(x 2) *)

an

The drawback of this scheme is that k, the
number of xj.A's in the public file, is as large as the
number of users you are signing messages to.

xk : = x

for j: =k -1 downto 0 do
xj: =xj +12 rood N.

Comment 3: Ron Rivest suggested the following
modification, which is free of both of the above problems. User A publicizes PA : (NA,R,4,xa) and keeps
secret the factorization of NA, as described above. Let
c > 2. First, user A picks at random from Z~, a
sequence of starting locations, X A1,3C.2
A , • .. ,xjcEZ~v~
and
signs
them
by
computing
an
(XA ,NA ,RA )-signature of ~'AJ'v-'A'"v
2 ~',~
2c. She then uses
locations x~ through x~ to sign messages m 1 through
m c, by computing the (xj,NA,RA)-signature of m i
where 1 < i < c. Each one of locations x,~ +1 through
x 2c i~ used to sign a new list of 2c locations, out of
which, in turn, the first c are used to sign messages,
and the last c are used to sign additional lists of loca-

if (bj =0) and (x0> ~---)
& .

then xj =-xj

else if bj =1 then
N

if xjy < -~-set xj ------xjyrood N
else set xj = - x j y mod N

end .
The running time of this algorithm is k I N 12. QED

Lemma 10 : Given m = b i b 2 . . , bk, an N r B I (but
not its prime factorization), x0 £ Z~, and x£Z~v, it is
easy to check whether x is the (xo,N,R)-signature of
m.
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tions.

Repeating this procedure recursively, we build

rithm which outputs the triplet m , x , a where m £ M ,
a£{0,1} ° such that I~1< P(n), and xEZ;¢, on inputs
N,
x~v E Z~/,
set
of
representatives
R n',
m 1. . . . . mkr.M and o(x~,RN,N,ml...mk).

a B-tree like directory for signatures. A signature of
m will now consist of a list of signatures of directories,
starting at xA(which is in the public file) and ending at
the signature of m, thus we can sign m without revealing the signatures of all the messages previously signed.
Provided that the lists of starting locations are always
picked at random from Z~A, this modified scheme can
be easily proved(proof omitted) as secure as our initial
scheme, whose security we prove in Theorem 11,
Using this scheme, signing a message m still consists of
I ml square .root extractions mod N. For c = 2, to
sign 250 messages, the signature of m will be about
50n bits long.

When
good-output.

that

We

can

quickly

test

whether

This can be done in expected time 2. b and

-b are used as candidates for elements in Q3 and Q4
respectively. Since we do not know the factors of N,
there is no known random polynomial time algorithm
for picking elements of Q3 or Q4. But, we know that
the pr ( b r Q 3 , - b r Q 4 ) =pr(brQ4,-bEQ3)=+.

So,

either {1,-1,b,-b} or {1,-1,-b,b} is a set of representatives for N. Without loss o f generality, let us assume
that {1,-1,b,-b} is a set of representatives for N.
Let us define an experiment :
Pick a set of k messages m 1..... m k in M at random
k

such that ~ m j <_ P(n). Denote the binary represenj=l
tation of ml.m2...m k by bl...be(,). If be(,)=l then
select z at random among all the elements in Z~¢
whose Jacobi symbol equals 1, otherwise select z at
random among all the elements of Z/~ whose Jacobi
symbol equals -1. Choose w £ Z ~ at random and set
R ={1,-1,bw2,-bw2}. Compute x 0 in Z sub N sup *'
such that a(xo,R,N,ml...mk) .--z using algorithm B.
There is a unique such x 0. As m 1. . . . . mk, z and R
were picked at random, x 0 is also a random quadratic
residue in Z~. Input R, x0; m 1. . . . . mg and z to T.
Three cases may occur.

Finally, security is discussed in a probabilistic
framework.
Let 0 < e < 1, P(-) be a polynomial function,
MC{0,I} ° a message space with a given

probability distribution . Let T be a polynomial time
in n algorithm, that accepts as input N E B I such that
*
I N I =n, x 0N EZu,
a set of representatives for Z;¢,
RN =JO'ilyiEQi}, a set of messages m 1, m 2..... mk EM
k

j=l

such

Pick an element b at random in Z~ such that

Thus in our model we allow adversaries to try to
forge signatures, having knowledge of the public file
plus all the messages previously signed.

~,m 1 <. e(n),

are

/

(°)=-1.

First of all, we allow adversaries to choose which
message m they try to forge, depending on the particular contents of the public file. Secondly, in real life a
notary public signs contracts that are slightly different
from each other. A f t e r seeing the digital signature of
thousands of documents, an adversary could conceivably come up with one more similar contract whose
signature he is able to forge.

that

x

Let N be a member of BI of length n , such that for e
of the xo£Z~v, the set of representatives for N, R, and
k messages in M of length at most P(n), T outputs a
good- output. Then, the following algorithm, which
uses T as an oracle, will factor N in time polynomial
in I N I and e - 1

Let M be a message space. Theorem 11 will show
that if an adversary is capable of forging signatures of
messages in M, she is able to factor hard integers. In
order to appreciate the generality of theorem 1, let us
discuss our model of an adversary.

such

and

x = o(xN,RN,N,a~m) by claim 7.

3.6 The difficulty of forging signatures

and

m

x = o(x~,RN,N,a.m), then we say that T computed a

and

case 1: T outputs a bad-output.

a( xN,N,R lV,mt.m2...mk ).

2: T outputs (L,l,a) such that IEM,
¢r(xo,R ,N,a'l) = L and ml...m k is a prefix of a.l.

case

Theorem I1: If on inputs N r B I , R N, x~, and
m I ..... m k, and a(x~,N,RN,nh...mk), with probability
(averaged over the inputs RN,x~ and m l , . - • ,rnk),
T outputs m 6 M - { m 1, . . . , mk}, a6{O,1} ° such that
l a l < P(n) and o(xo,N,R,a.m) (a legal signature of
m), then there ' exists a probabilisfic polynomial in n
and t -1 time algorithm, which factors N 6 B I .
Sketch of the proof: Let T be a polynomial time algo-

For this to happen T must compute a square root of z.
But, since z was picked at random, T is essentially a
random polynomial time procedure for extracting
square roots rood N. By Rabin's theorem we can use
T to factor N.
3: A outputs (L,l,a) such that IEM,
a(Xo,R ,N,a.l)=L and some prefix of ml...m k (includ-

case
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Assumption 1: With probability 1 -o(l),dl,d2<_n 3 as
n goes to infinity.

ing the empty string) is a prefix of a.l.
Let m r..m k =t. r'. r , and a. l =t. v '. v , where r'YE{0,1}
and
r'~v'.
Then,
compute
X
such
that
¢r(X,R,N,v)=L and Y such ~ a t tr(Y,R,N,r)=z. As
X
r' ~ v ,, (-~-)~:
( ~Y) and X2_.= y2 mod N, See figure 2.

Let Z ~ = {y I I___y< N,gcd(y,N) = 1}. Let
be the size of the smallest boolean circuit C that
as inputs three integers: a n -bit hard integer
prime 1 < s < N , and xEZ~v, and outputs an

;40

~-~ 2.

"

Ce,n
takes
N, a
n-bit

1

~ ~-C~o ~

~

integer y such that y = x s rood N for a fraction t of
the inputs (N,s,x).

/:'{

Assumption 2: For any fixed e> 0 and any fixed polynomial q(n),C~,n> q(n) as n goes to infinity.

L'- ~{x,~,R..,,,') ~' ~' :z o"-(y.,r,,/,R '¢)
:

Thus, by facts 3 and 4, we can factor N.

4.2 Properties of tile RSA function

By the law of large numbers we need to repeat
this experiment only a polynomial in e -1 number of
times before we get a good output If case 3 occurs,
we factor immediately. If case 2 occurs we repeat the
experiment using T as a square root extracting algorithm with success rate e and factor N by Rabin's
theorem. QED

Fact 12: Let N=plp 2, s such that ( s , ~ N ) ) = l and
0 < e < 1. If there exists a polynomial time algorithm to extract s-roots mod N for a fraction ~ of the
x ' s in Z~,, then there exists a probabilistic polynomial
in I N I and ~-1 time algorithm that extracts s-th roots
for all x's in Z~.
Proof: Suppose there exists an algorithm A that accepts
xEZ~v such that x =yS mod N as input, and outputs y
for e of the x's in Z~,. Pick xEZ~v. Consider the following probabilistic algorithm for computing y such
that x __yS mod N: Pick ri in Z N at random. Compute A [xriS]. By the law of large number, we need to
repeat this only a polynomial in t -1 number of times
before A answers correctly. Suppose A answers
correctly. Then, y:=A[xri s] ri -1 =Yriri -1 rood N.
Note that computing the inverse of r~ rood N is easy.

4. A Strong Signature Scheme Based On The RSA
Function
4.1 Background on RSA

Let N : q l q 2 be a product of two large primes,
a~ad s> 1 be an integer such that gcd(s:p(N))=l;
cp(N) is the Euler totient function, and is equal to
(ql-1}(q2-1). The RSA encryption method [8] is
based on the fact that it is easy to compute the s-th

Fact 13 ( Shamir[12] ): Let 0 < ~ < 1, n a positive
integer, and P(.) be a fixed polynomial. Let C~,n,p be
the minimum size of a circuit C such that on inputs N,
an n-bit hard integer, X t Z N , sl . . . . . se(,) such that
(si,~(N))=l and (si,sj)=l for all 1 _ i,j < e ( n ) and

1

root x s mod N if one knows the factors ql and q2,
but appeal~ intractable if the l~actors are unknown:
For the RSA encryption to be effective, two types of
assumptions are needed. Firstly, one needs to be able
to generate efficiently the public-private key pairs.
Secondly, the computing of the s-th root mustbe hard.
We will now state a version of such assumptions.

{vilyS'=x mod N,2 < i <

P(n)}, outputs Yl such

S]

that x =)'1 mod N for ~ of the x's in Z~,, then there
exists another circuit C ' , of size at most I C~.n,?I + a
polynomial in e -1 that on inputs N of size n and
xtZ~v, computes y such that x =yS rood N.

The following method of generating a composite
number N was suggested in [8]. Generate a random
n-bit prime al; find the first prime in the arithmetic
progression l+2al,l+4al,l+6al . . . . .
and call it
ql=l+2dlal. Repeat the above process to obtain a
second random prime q2=l+2d2a2. Let N=qtq 2. Let
us call the above the standard procedure for generating
a composite N with parameter n. The next assumption will guarantee that the procedure terminates in
polynomial time. For definiteness, we assume that one
seldom needs to search more than n 3 numbers in
finding ql and q2.

4.3 A New Signalure Scheme Based on RSA
We will define a signature scheme R. Let n be
the parameter of the signature scheme. Each user A
will have public information PA =(N,x,t,b), where
N = qlq2 is a random composite number generated by
employing the standard procedure with parameter n, t
N
is an integer between N and -~-, x is a random element uniformly chosen from Z~ and b is a positive
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constant. The private information is SA = (qt,q2).

must punch at least one previously Unpunched cell.

We now describe how A will sign a sequence of
messages ml,m2,...,m h. Let us consider the first n b
primes greater than t. Let Pt,~ denote the i-th smallest
prime greater than t. By assumption 1, for large
enough n, Pt,nb < t + n3n °.
Let us associate with this n b sequence of primes, a
paper tape containing n b cells. The ith cell will
corresponds to Pt,i.

But from fact 9 and 10 and assumption 2, it follows
that even after seeing a polynomial number of previously punched cells, this is impossible for an adversary.
Thus R is an SSS.

Remarks. We have omitted mathematical details in
several places. A more comprehensive version, will
appear in a forthcoming paper.
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As it is easy to compute Pt.i ( by generating all
the primes between t and t +n3n b and using a fast
probabilistic primality testing algorithm[ ] ), it is easy to
reach cell i o n the paper tape. To punch a hole in the
1

ith cell of the tape, user A computes x p''' mod N.
Now, to encode a k-bit string a on the tape, user
A makes use of a block of 2k +6 unpunched consecutive cells on the tape. He must also leave 3 unpunched
cells between any two signature blocks. He encodes a
as follows:
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